
SIRC April 28th  True Perspective - Drones 
On April 28 a large audience at Plantation Club was treated to a riveting presentation on the 
origin and development of drones for military purposes and beyond. The speaker was Jack 
Dibrell, a retired Army Colonel heavily involved in past usage of these Unmanned Aerial Vehicles 
(UAVs). He is now manager of Hunter Army Air Airfield in Savannah and the Wright AAF Airport 
at Fort Stewart. 

Although first used in primitive form in the Vietnam War,  UAVs really got their start around 2001 
in the aftermath of the 9/11 attacks. Their rapid evolution into crucial devices for the military in 
only 15 years is tantamount to compressing the seventy year transition from the Wright Brothers 
to mach 2 aircraft in a fraction of the time. 

What enabled this short transition was computer and micro elements of visual technology. Today 
there are some $55 Billion worth of drones in some 40 countries throughout the world, including 
avowed enemies of the U.S. 

The military uses them passively for monitoring and intelligence, but also agressively for 
targeting and strike capabilities. 

 

The Raven (above) is a four pound vehicle used in reconnoitering enemy forces “beyond the 
next hill” to minimize risks to ground forces in an attacking mode. 

 

The Shadow (above) is a 300 pound propeller driven six hour real time reconnaissance drone, 
that was used in the Iraq War. 

 

The Grey Eagle (above) is the current big time drone, capable of staying aloft for some 30+ 
hours in a surveillance/hunting mode, with some stealth and protective capabilities.  The Grey 
Eagle escalates the technology to become a mini-Apache attack vehicle that has been used 
extensively in Pakistan for high value personnel targets.  

The key weapon carried by the Gray Eagle is a rocket fueled, mach 1.3 velocity 100 pound 
Hellfire missile, with a kill ratio of 50 feet.  (Apache helicopters can carry 16 Hellfire missiles for a 
major attack fighting force. ) 



If you were a person of interest targeted by the U.S. military or the CIA, you would not rest a 
minute even in far off lands seemingly remote from U.S. penetration. You can be found and 
destroyed easily with this technology.  The scary part is that if our enemies had the same 
technology, and the wherewithal to get into this country, the same targeting could be used to get 
almost anyone, using a Hellfire missile mounted on a 3500 pound UAV hidden in a truck. 

Of significance, newer improved visual techniques make for very little risk of collateral damage, 
notwithstanding some recent news stories of that risk. This is in stark contrast with WWII, where 
early bombings of Germany by the British aircraft hit mistaken “friendly” targets in Allied countries 
adjacent to German cities. 

Future of Drones in the U.S. 

The FAA is currently monitoring the growing risks of drones within U.S. airspace, as even 
commercial mini-drones can be purchased for as little as $700. Amazon has applied for licensing 
the possibility of fast package delivery using a UAV.   

While there is not yet a publicized incident involving a UAV and a general aviation piloted aircraft 
using visual flight rules (VFR), it is almost inevitable that such an accident could happen. They 
even have a name for the cause, likening such a small UAV involved as a “buzzard” event.  
Remember Captain “Sully” successfully saving a commercial airliner that collided with birds 
shortly after a LaGuardia airport takeoff. 

Right now the military has things under control via “no fly zones” over key military bases using its 
airspace above some millions of acres of protected space.  Fort Stewart in Georgia has 300 
square miles protected from overflight by commercial and general aviation, because of UAV 
testing and gunnery and bombing ranges. 

Civilian use of UAVs bring some major issues into play that the FAA has to confront. 

Overall, UAVs have both positive and negative aspects. On the plus side, they provide cost 
savings, lower risks in military uses, as well as new consumer opportunities. On the downside, 
there are newer risks to public safety and some privacy violations. And if foreign enemies obtain 
access to the U.S., there are some serious potential consequences, especially if used by those 
with no regard for collateral damage.          

                

 


